Stockwood Vale Golf Club , Committee Meeting
16th January 2019
Present

M. Edenborough, , M Tidcombe, A Jordan, B Jenkins, J Baker, J Gray ,K,
Blakeley, P Dawson, P Hopkins A Yeatman, , I Haddon

Apologies None
Previous minutes were agreed

Agenda Items carried forward from last meeting.
Bunker Signs

Done, but not yet put in place, ME to see SF.

Tee Signs

PH has obtained a quote for Aluminium Sleeves to protect the legs of
the signs , at £1,500. In addition, ME had obtained prices for new signs
at about £220/230 each for Composite , plus the advert cost, say
£20/30.
Following a discussion it was agreed that “feelers” would be put out to
an idea of the number of boards which could be “sold” for advertising.
JB will arrange to write to previous advertisers, then , look for possible
new advertisers amongst the membership.

Club Diary

ME is now merely awaiting confirmation of some dates before
uploading to the web site. He hopes to complete by the 1st week of
February. All competitions (excluding team matches) are on How

Did I Do

Finance Report

JG handed out the new format of the summary report for the 3
sections (Ladies, Seniors and Main).All agreed that this was much
easier to read.
Current disposable funds for the three sections are, Main, £3,154
Seniors £701 and Ladies £630.

New Agenda Items
On Line Booking

AY raised the issue that it appeared that the first time one uses a
device, mobile or laptop, the system will try to “force” you into the first
available slot . This had come to light when one particular group had
be unable to obtain their preferred early slot, as spaces had already
been taken. Regrettably, ME had been unable to replicate this feature
when he tested it. It was suggested that many people wish to go out
early,( a fact borne out by the fact that when several cancellations
were made, the spaces were quickly taken) and this system was fairer
as it gave an equal opportunity to all.

This will be monitored over the forthcoming months. ME advised the
meeting that some 90% of competition bookings are now done on line,
and the last competition of 112 entries was one of the biggest ever.

A.O.B.
Honours Boards

It was pointed out that the new names added are in gloss, the previous
ones in matte. ME to investigate.

Archive Pictures

JG advised that he has some 40+old pictures that he has scanned , and
asked if these might be posted on Facebook. ME suggested that as
Facebook posts are by nature somewhat transient, possibly they could
be posted on the Website. JG to give the files to ME

Avalon

AY asked when the pick was to be done for the team squads as it was
not on the sign up sheet. JB to add date

Grass hill

It was mentioned that someone had slipped on the slope from the 4 th
Green to the 5th Tee. ME will arrange to have roped off.

Paths

ME advised the meeting that some more path work is planned
including joining up the path along the 6th to the tee on the 7th.

Date of Next Meeting 13th February 2019 . 7.30

